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Detroy Terribo()
 
Am a hip hop dude but most of it all i write poems
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Deeply Poem
 
I was hurt, looking at the sun and all i felt was water in my eyes.
a mixture of a broken heart and hate which formed up tears of pain in my eyes
''I AM LONELY''
every one was there and i was here alone, the rhythm was vibing and everyone
was dancing but i couldn't move because i was looked up with shame and
shyness, i wasn't a man-kind but i was an african thats the fact, i still stand but i
don't have much power i need a hand. They thought i was dead because i was
laying down all of my bags of true, life is a game so you better have a joy-stick
to operate it. I don't buy friends i make them, i think with my brain, i let my
hands to do the touching and my mouth to do the speaking.
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I Have A Story To Tell
 
I have a story to tell
 
The story which gave me life.
The story which made me a better person.
The story which gave me power even i was weak.
The story which inspires me when i fall down.
The story which has no meaning but there is a message.
The story which can make you cry without words to say.
The story which can leave thousand of people speechless, breathing without
rhythm.
The story that can show you which side does the earth rotates everyday and
night.
The story which touchies souls of living and dead torsos. The story which have no
start but there is an ending. So if you wanna hear the story of my, keep on touch
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Untoxicated Love
 
It all started as a dream.
The was no one to love,
The was no stars high in the sky,
i felt like i can cry,
so i closed my eyes,
for a second you were there in the dark image of my eyes, i saw your beaut
smile
i tryed to kiss you and you just went missing, the was no goodbye and the pain
counts in the bottom of my heart,
i don't even know who am i when you missing
i always feel you but i can't touch you, i always think of you but i can't see you,
is this a lost soul, if yes! ! ! Let me found it cause all i need is you
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What I Feel
 
I feel like laughing when i see a clown wearing in red and white.
I feel like crying when i see a brother carrying a dead mother which was killed by
the father.
I feel nothing when i see nothing. And
i feel something when i see something.
The feeling that i have inside me makes me wanna share it to those who feel me.
Yesterday i felt happy. And
I know tomorrow i will feel sad, i can feel it inside me because i have a feeling.
past years i was having no feeling and now am grown up i can see that i have
feelings for my feelings. Damn what a feeling that i have inside me. I dont have
a happy feeling, i have a sad feeling but i still put a smile in my mouth, just for
showing that i have a feeling inside me. I really know i have a feeling and the
feeling has feelings for your feelings infact i have feelings for YOU
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